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Grammar unit 3 Ability: could, can, will be able to 1 Complete the sentences with the affirmative or negative form of could, can or will be able to. One day nanobots will be able to treat diseases. 1 After the discovery of antibiotics in 1928, doctors ____________________ cure more illnesses. 2 Even in the future, people ____________________



Possibility and certainty: may, might, could, must, can’t 3 Correct the mistakes. Two sentences are correct. It might to rain tomorrow.



It might rain tomorrow. 1 James coulds be an athlete when he’s older. ___________________________________________



live forever. 3 Before X-rays, doctors ____________________ treat people with broken bones. 4 These days, surgeons ____________________



___________________________________________ 2 You must be tired after your journey. ___________________________________________ 3 You can be serious. I don’t believe you!



transplant human faces. 5 Even today in the 21st century, doctors ____________________ find a cure for the



___________________________________________ 4 The doctor may tries a new treatment. ___________________________________________



common cold. 2 Complete the questions with the phrases in the box and can, could or will be able to. animals / help doctors / operate doctors / transplant nanobots / fight scientists / clone smoking / damage



Could doctors operate before the development of anaesthetic? Yes, but the patients suffered terrible pain! 1 ___________________________________________



5 Nanobots might cure diseases in the future. ___________________________________________ 6 The answer might be right. I’m sure of it! ___________________________________________



Advice and obligation: should, must, have to 4 Complete the text with the words in the box. don’t have to have to mustn’t should shouldn’t



diseases from inside our bodies? Hopefully – scientists are working on their



When I was twelve, I broke my leg quite badly. The



development now. 2 ___________________________________________



doctors said, ‘You need to stay in hospital because



people with diseases?



we (1)__________________ treat your leg.’ At first I



Maybe – a lot of people believe that ill people



was too ill to get up, but then I started to feel better



feel better around them.



and tried to walk. When the nurse saw me, she



3 ___________________________________________



said, ‘Don’t do that! You (2)__________________



human brains one day?



walk yet.’



I hope not. It seems very dangerous to give a



After a week, my doctor told me, ‘You can go home



person a new personality!



now. You (3)__________________ stay here



4 ___________________________________________ your health?



anymore.’ But before I left, he had some advice. ‘Your leg is getting better,’ he said, ‘so you can walk



Of course! It’s really bad for you! 5 ___________________________________________ humans in the 20th century? No, not humans, but they made animals from



a little bit. But you (4)__________________ try to walk too much at first. When you sit down, you (5__________________ rest your leg on a chair. And don’t do anything silly!’



other animals.
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Vocabulary unit 3 Summary Nouns and verbs: medical science Nouns: cause clone cure development suffering transplant treatment Verbs: cause clone cure transplant treat



discovery



develop discover



Phrasal verbs: health and lifestyle call on cut down on get over give up



experiment



experiment



operation prevention research



operate prevent



go without take up



research suffer



turn off work out



Nouns and verbs: medical science



Phrasal verbs: health and lifestyle



1 Complete the sentences with the noun or verb form of the words.



3 Complete the dialogue. Use phrasal verbs from the summary.



Last year I had an operation (operate) on my leg. 1 Eating healthy food can ______________



Ella



Tom Yes, I was, for six months. I had to give up



(prevent) some diseases. 2 My grandmother ______________ (suffer) from pains in her back.



How are you? I heard that you were ill. work.



Ella



Did you (1)______________ your illness?



Tom Yes, I did, thanks. I’m feeling much better



3 Scientists are ______________ (develop) new



now. But look at me. I’m so unfit I need to



medicines all the time.



(2)______________ at the gym. I want to lose



4 How successful was this ______________ (treat)?



weight too. I must (3)______________ junk



5 How many scientists ______________ (discover)



food and chocolate.



a new cure for illnesses every year?



Ella



(4)______________ food. Don’t forget that



2 Complete the text with the words in the box. cause cloned cure cures developing discoveries research suffer transplant



I think you look fine. And you shouldn’t you’ve been ill! Maybe you should (5)______________ a new hobby.



Tom Yes, I’d like to do that. I’ve only watched TV



In the last hundred years of medical research,



for months. I need to (6)______________ the



scientists have made many (1)_______________ in



TV and do something different!



medicine. Thanks to antibiotics, there are now



Ella



I’ve started judo lessons. Next time I go, I



(2)_______________ for serious infections. Doctors



could (7)______________ you before the



can also (3)_______________ organs like hearts



lesson. If you want, you can come, too.



from one person to another. We have also learnt



Tom That would be great. Thanks!



that bad eating and environmental problems can (4)_______________ some illnesses. Scientists are (5)_______________ nanobots: robots that fight disease from inside the human body. They have also (6)_______________ animals. However, doctors still don’t know some very simple things, for example, how to (7)_______________ the common cold. Although it isn’t a serious illness, millions of people (8)_______________ from it every year!



4 Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of phrasal verbs from the summary. 1 I ______________ on my aunt last Sunday. She was really happy to see me. 2 It took Jason a week to ______________ his cold. 3 My dad ______________ smoking six months ago. 4 Why don’t we ______________ the television and do something more interesting?
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